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First-principles study of the solubility, diffusion, and clustering of C in Ni
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Within the framework of density functional theory, we investigate three key properties of a C interstitial
solid solution in crystalline Ni: the heat of solution (DHsol), the activation energy for C diffusion (Ea), and the
C-C pair binding energy (B). In addition, we assess the impact of Ni magnetism upon each property. The most
energetically favorable lattice site for C is the interstitial octahedral site (O site!, which is 1.59 eV lower in
energy than the tetrahedral site (T site!. Using the nudged elastic band method, we determine that diffusion
betweenO sites proceeds via aT-site intermediate. The calculated activation energy (Ea51.62 eV), is in good
agreement with experimental data from the literature~1.54–1.71 eV!. The binding of C pairs is sensitive to
magnetization effects, and is negligible (B'0 eV) in the ferromagnetic state, but repulsive in the paramag-
netic state (B520.2 eV). These results are consistent with anelastic relaxation experiments, which findB
,0.1 eV in the FM state. The calculated heat of solution in the paramagnetic Ni state (DHsol

para

50.2–0.35 eV) is in reasonable agreement with high-temperature experimental values of;0.4 eV, and the
magnitude ofDHsol in the ferromagnetic state is found to be about 0.4 eV greater than in the paramagnetic
state. Lastly, we briefly assess the effect of pseudopotential choice and exchange-correlation functionals upon
the accuracy of the results.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.094105 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Ji, 66.30.Jt, 71.15.Mb, 75.50.Bb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon is commonly present in the iron-group transit
metals~Fe, Co, Ni! either as an impurity or as an alloyin
agent. As the solute in a solid solution, C occupies interst
sites due to its relatively small atomic size,1 and has been
studied extensively because of its impact on the microst
tural stability and mechanical properties of austenitic ste
More recently, and at a much smaller length scale, electro
posited Ni-C alloys have been proposed for use as com
nents in microelectromechanical systems~MEMS!. In this
case C enters via additives to the electrolyte solution, wh
act as nucleation agents for grain growth.2

The fundamental properties of the Ni-C system have b
the subject of several experimental studies. The hi
temperature solubility~i.e., at temperatures a few hundre
degrees above the Curie pointTc5627 K,! has been studied
by at least three groups,3–5 wherein Arrhenius plots of the C
concentration vs inverse temperature yielded heats of s
tion (DHsol) with respect to graphite in the range of 0.42
0.49 eV. The most likely location for C in the Ni FCC lattic
is believed to be at octahedral interstitial sites; however,
energetics of other possible sites have yet to be examine
is notable that in some related systems~such as Ni-H and
NiCo-C! there have been reports of abrupt changes in so
DHsol at Tc .6,7 Herein we briefly revisit this issue, whic
was the focus of a more detailed prior investigation.8

The diffusion of C in Ni has also been studied using
variety of techniques,1,4,9–12both above4,9,10,12and below1,11

Tc . At high temperatures, diffusion is attributed to the m
gration of isolated C atoms. Measured activation energ
(Ea) range from 1.54 to 1.71 eV. The mechanism of diff
sion, however, is unknown. Because Ni has a relatively l
Curie point, direct measurements of the diffusion of isola
C for T,Tc are impractical due to the long time scales
volved. Low-temperature experiments, therefore, rely on
0163-1829/2003/68~9!/094105~7!/$20.00 68 0941
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anelasticity of C pairs, in which the activation energy f
diffusion is attributed to the reorientation of a pair. Alon
these lines, Diamond and Wert11 used several techniques t
study C pair relaxation both above and belowTc ; they de-
termined that the effect on the diffusivity of the magne
transition was negligibly small, and that the activation e
ergy for the relaxation of 1.51 eV was in good agreem
with the high-temperature data previously reported by oth
Using similar techniques, a more recent experiment by N
makura and co-workers1 attempted to measure the C-C pa
binding energy~i.e., clustering tendencyB), and in so doing
estimate the overall pair concentration. They concluded
the binding was small, and probably less than 0.1 eV. Si
density functional simulations can directly evaluate the bin
ing energy, we do so below for a few candidate C pair co
figurations.

Another topic of interest is the mechanisms by which
terstitial atoms diffuse in polycrystalline materials by way
grain boundaries~GB’s!. By first examining the properties o
the bulk Ni-C system, we lay the groundwork for a futu
study of GB diffusion and facilitate comparisons betwe
diffusion in the two regimes. Furthermore, a rich experime
tal database exists for the bulk Ni-C system against wh
we can critically assess the accuracy of our dens
functional methods and determine the impact of compu
tional parameters such as pseudopotential choice, spin p
ization, and exchange correlation functionals. The la
supercell sizes needed for grain boundary studies, and a
tive dearth of specific experimental GB data for Ni-C, ma
testing on that system less advantageous.

In addition to providing a careful comparison betwe
theory and experiment regardingDHsol, Ea , andB for Ni-C,
our calculations also aim to address some of the outstan
issues which are more difficult to examine experimenta
These include: the impact of Ni ferromagnetism uponDHsol,
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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Ea , and B; the optimal C interstitial site; the mechanism
and respectiveEa’s for C diffusion; andB’s for a few C-C
pair configurations.

II. METHODOLOGY

Our density functional13,14 calculations were performe
with the VASP,15 code which uses a planewave basis set
expansion of the electronic wavefunctions, a
pseudopotentials16–18to describe the computationally expe
sive core-valence interaction. Brillouin zone sampling w
performed using a Monkhorst-Pack grid19 of special k
points, and electronic occupancies were determined acc
ing to a Methfessel-Paxton scheme20 with an energy smear
ing of 0.1 eV. Independentk-point convergence tests wer
conducted for each distinct supercell geometry, ranging fr
the primitive cell of bulk Ni up to the largest 109-atom ce
used for C clustering calculations. For the majority of th
study we used the generalized gradient approxima
~GGA! of Perdew and co-workers21 ~PW91! for the
exchange-correlation energy; however, for most proper
we also performed comparison calculations using the lo
density approximation~LDA !.14,22,23 For pseudopotentials
~pp! we choose between two sets: the first is based on
ultrasoft~US! scheme devised by Vanderbilt,16,17which takes
the 4s 3d states as the valence configuration for Ni. T
second set uses Blo¨chl’s all-electron-like projector aug
mented wave method~PAW!,18,24 and additionally includes
the 3p semicore states as Ni valence. Planewave con
gence testing on these two sets was performed using a
atom Ni conventional cell with a C atom at an octahedra
interstitial site. While the US set required a cutoff of on
290 eV to obtain a 1 meV convergence in total energy/ato
a cutoff of up to 700 eV was necessary for the mu
‘‘harder’’ PAW set. The exchange-correlation functionals u
lized in the atomic calculations for generation of the pseu
potentials were consistent with the functionals used in
present Ni-C calculations. That is, pp’s generated within
LDA were used only in LDA-based Ni-C calculations, an
likewise for the GGA.

As a first test of our methods we calculated the proper
of bulk Ni in order to evaluate three parameters
pseudopotential choice, exchange-correlation function
spin polarization effects—and to compare with other exp
mental and theoretical results. Using the primitive cell geo
etry, 60 irreduciblek points and a planewave cutoff energ
of 260 eV ~400 eV for the PAW! were needed to converg
the total energy per atom to within 1 meV. Results for t
lattice constant (a), bulk modulus (B0), magnetic moment
(mB), and cohesive energy (Ecoh) are compiled in Table I,
and show that of the three factors in question, the one wh
is of the most significance is the exchange-correlation fu
tional: the GGA gives substantially better agreement w
experiment than the LDA in terms ofa, B0, andEcoh, and
also yields slightly better values formB . The inclusion of
spin polarization or use of PAW vs ultrasoft pseudopotent
has only a minor impact. We also note that our results
consistent with otherab initio LAPW ~Ref. 25! and
all-electron26 calculations. We will further investigate the im
09410
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portance of spin polarization and pseudopotential choice
the Ni-C system in the following sections.

III. HEAT OF SOLUTION

In the fcc Ni lattice there are two high-symmetry inters
tial sites available for C occupation: the octahedral~O! site

@conventional cell coordinates (1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 )] @see Fig. 4~a!#, and

the tetrahedral~T! site @coordinates (14 , 1
4 , 1

4 )] @Fig. 4~d!#. We
investigated both positions using the US pp set~initially !,
with a supercell constructed from a 23232 replication of
the conventional Ni unit cell, resulting in a total of 33 atom
and a C concentration of 3.03%. Earlier reports28,29 on
DHsol of impurities in Al and Mg have shown that carefu
k-point sampling was necessary to obtain converged res
Our own tests ofk-point convergence and supercell-size e
fects revealed that a 33 atom cell using 10k points gave
DHsol values converged to 0.02 eV with respect to calcu
tions using 20k points or a 65-atom supercell~see Table II!.
Both the internal atomic coordinates and the magnitude
the supercell lattice vectors were optimized by performin
series of constant volume calculations in which the atom
coordinates for each volume were relaxed to a force to
ance of 0.05 eV/Å per atom. This energy vs. volume d
was then fit to the Murnaghan equation of state30 to obtain
the optimal geometry/minimum energy configuration.

The heat of solution of C in Ni with respect to graphi
was calculated for each site according to the formula

DHsol5Etot~Ni1C!2@Etot~Ni!1mC#, ~1!

whereEtot(Ni1C) is the total energy of the interstitial Ni1C
system,Etot(Ni) is the energy of the 32-atom Ni cell withou
C, andmC is the energy per C atom in graphite. To minimiz
errors,Etot(Ni1C) and Etot(Ni) were calculated using the
same set ofk points, FFT grids, etc.mC was estimated by

TABLE I. Comparison of calculated Ni properties to experime
and otherab initio calculations. LDSA refers to spin-polarized LDA
calculations and GGS refers to spin-polarized GGA calculation

Method a ~Å! B0 ~GPa! M0 (mB) Ecoh ~eV!

US-LDA 3.430 260 6.06
US-LSDA 3.435 250 0.58 6.10
PAW-LDA 3.421 258 6.09
PAW-LSDA 3.427 253 0.58 6.13
LSDA, PP-LAPWa 3.44 239 0.60

US-GGA 3.525 195 4.87
US-GGS 3.533 199 0.62 4.93
PAW-GGA 3.516 202 4.87
PAW-GGS 3.522 196 0.60 4.93
GGS, PP-LAPWa 3.53 192 0.64
FLAPW–GGSb 3.52 200 0.60

Experimentc 3.52 186 0.61 4.44

aReference 25.
bReference 26.
cReference 27.
5-2
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FIRST-PRINCIPLES STUDY OF THE SOLUBILITY, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 094105 ~2003!
subtracting the heat of formation of graphite~0.025 eV/atom!
~Ref. 31! from the energy per atom of diamond obtain
from a geometry-optimized primitive cell calculation take
to absolute convergence in total energy39 (;1 meV/atom in
planewave cutoff andk-point sampling!.

The calculated heats of solution and available hig
temperature experimental data are reported in Table II.
cluded in the table are results obtained using differ
exchange-correlation functionals, pseudopotentials, and
states. Using the US pp set and GGA exchange correla
we first examined the relative energetics of C placed at thO
and T sites. We find that the paramagneticDHsol at theO
site of 0.19 eV is 1.59 eV lower in energy than at theT site,
making theO site the preferred C position~in the FM state
the difference in energy between sites is similar!. The posi-
tive sign of DHsol indicates that the dissolution of C from
graphite into Ni as a solid solution is an endothermic p
cess. TheO site is preferred because it minimizes local la
tice strain; interstitial atoms generally produce distortio
within the surrounding lattice, and theO site, having the
larger amount of free volume, is most able to accommod
the C atom while minimizing this strain. This aspect can
quantified by comparing the formation volumesVF of a C
interstitial at each site

VF5V~Ni1C!232V0~Ni!, ~2!

here V(Ni1C) is the relaxed Ni1C supercell volume and
V0(Ni) is the volume per atom of elemental Ni. For theO
site we findVF(O site)50.80V0 (0.64V0) in the PM~FM!
state. The T site exhibits a larger formation volum
VF(T site)50.97V0 (0.92V0) in the PM ~FM! state. The
relaxed Ni-C bond lengths at theO site (T site! are 1.85
~1.75 Å!.

A charge density difference contour plot (Dr) showing
the redistribution of charge for C at anO-site relative to the
isolated C atomic charge density and the Ni bulk cha
density is shown in Fig 1. Consistent with its larger ele

TABLE II. Comparison of paramagnetic (DHsol
PM) and ferromag-

netic (DHsol
FM) heats of solution~in units of eV! calculated for dif-

ferent C sites, using different pseudopotentials~PP!, supercell sizes
~No. atoms, Nat), k-point samplings, and exchange-correlati
~XC! functionals.

Site PP k-points XC Nat DHsol
PM DHsol

FM

O US 10 GGA 33 0.19 0.76
O US 20 GGA 33 0.18
O US 10 GGA 65 0.20
O PAW 10 GGA 33 0.27 0.71
O US 10 LDA 33 0.19 0.59
O PAW 10 LDA 33 0.35 0.75
T US 10 GGA 33 1.78 2.29

Experiment 0.42,a 0.44,b

0.49c

aReference 4.
bReference 3.
cReference 5.
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tronegativity, there is a net transfer of charge to the C,
parently arising from the depletion of adjacent Nidz2 orbit-
als, indicating an ionic interaction. In addition, there
accumulation of charge along the C-Ni bond lines. Th
could represent additional partially covalent bonding or si
ply be a consequence of the symmetry of the Ni-C io
bond. ~A more detailed assessment of the Ni-C bonding
teraction would require evaluation of mulliken population
and has not been performed here.!

Experimental high-temperature (T.Tc) measurements o
C solubility in Ni have reportedDHsol values in the range o
0.42–0.49 eV.3–5 Assuming that the relevant spin state f
comparing to these temperatures is the PM state, the firs
our DHsol calculations using the GGA and US pp’s ga
DHsol'0.2 eV. Although agreement with experiment
about 0.2 eV is reasonable, and earlier calculations28,29 of
DHsol for Si in Al have reported similar underestimates wi
respect to experiment, we briefly examined whether use
different set of computational parameters would impro
agreement with experiment.

One explanation for the underestimate could be relate
numerical difficulties in evaluating Eq.~1!, which requires a
difference between energies of subsystems calculated
different parameters. Secondly, our calculations do not
count for finite-temperature thermodynamic effects such
lattice vibrations.32,33 Other possibilities include difficulties
with the exchange-correlation functionals or the pseudo
tential approximation. To assess these latter issues we
formed additionalDHsol calculations with the LDA and the
PAW pp set; the results of these tests are listed in Table
Examining the US pp’s first, we find no difference betwe
LDA and GGA calculations: Both giveDHsol50.19 eV.
However, switching to the PAW pp’s gives a definite im
provement over the US pp’s: The PAW LDADHsol value of
0.35 eV is in the best agreement with experiment, while
PAW GGA predictsDHsol50.27 eV. The apparent superio

FIG. 1. Charge density difference plot@Dr5r(Ni1C)
2r(Ni bulk)2r(C)# for C in an O site showing four of the six
nearest-neighbor Ni atoms. Black~white! contours and white
~black! shading indicate charge accumulation~depletion!, relative to
the sum of the isolated C atomic charge density and the bulk
charge density. Accumulation contours are drawn at 0.015, 0
0.1, and 0.2 electrons/Å3; depletion contours are shown for
20.02, 20.05, 20.1, 20.2, 20.4 electrons/Å3.
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accuracy of the PAW pp sets is likely a reflection of th
more realistic representation of the valence wavefuncti
within the core region. Especially in the case of interstit
solid solutions, where the interatomic distance between
ute and solvent can be quite small, an accurate descriptio
the core region is advantageous. The fact that the LDA P
DHsol value is the largest overall is at least partially due
the LDA’s underestimation of bulk lattice constants~see
Table I!, resulting in less free volume at the interstitial site

As mentioned earlier, experiments on the Ni-H~Ref. 6!
and NiCo-C~Ref. 7! systems have found an abrupt increa
in DHsol upon passing belowTc ; for Ni-H the change has
been estimated to be about 0.1 eV. Here we briefly exam
whether such an effect is observable within DFT for the N
system by comparingDHsol values obtained with Ni in the
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states. A more complete
planation of this effect is presented elsewhere.8

Table II shows that, regardless of pp choice or exchan
correlation functional, the calculatedDHsol in the ferromag-
netic Ni state is about 0.4–0.5 eV larger than in the pa
magnetic state. By partitioning the spin-polarized charge i
atom-centered Wigner-Seitz spheres, it is possible to ob
semiquantitative information regarding the impact of the
tahedral C interstitial on the Ni magnetic moments. We fi
that the moments on the six nearest-neighbor Ni atoms
partially quenched to about 0.2mB ; the moments of more
distant neighbor shells are largely undisturbed.~The C atom
does not exhibit a magnetic moment.! Since the demagneti
zation of the Ni is energetically unfavorable, it is likely to b
at least partially responsible for the FM increase inDHsol.
The cost in magnetization energy to reduce the magn
moment of a Ni atom from 0.6mB to 0.2mB is about 45 meV
for the PAW pp within the GGA. We note that multiplyin
this number by 6~accounting for the octahedral coordin
tion! gives 0.27 eV, which accounts for only about half of t
calculatedDHsol increase. Thus it appears that the increa
DHsol is not solely due to demagnetization of neare
neighbor Ni.

The fact that experimentally observed changes
DHsol occur at the Curie point in the related NiCo-C a
Ni-H systems suggests that our results predicting a chang
Ni-C DHsol at Tc are reasonable. However, solubility expe
ments on Ni-C have not been conducted forT,Tc , presum-
ably because Ni has a relatively low Curie temperature
sulting in very slow kinetics. Therefore, we cannot curren
assess whether the magnitude of the predictedDHsol change
is accurate, and this issue is left as a challenge to experim

IV. C CLUSTERING

In a recent experiment, Numakura and co-workers1 mea-
sured the internal friction peak~at 520 K! due to anelastic
relaxation of associated C pairs in Ni as a function of
concentration~Fig. 2!. Based on the slope of the peak ma
nitude vs C concentration, they determined that the bind
energy~B! between C atoms was small, and probably le
than 0.1 eV. Using the mass-action law for the react
C1C→C-C ~pair!, they proceeded to estimate the over
concentration of C pairs
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kBT
, ~3!

wherec0 is the total C concentration,z is the coordination
number~assuming an octahedral interstitial site,z56), and
T is the absolute temperature. To analyze their results,
have calculated the C-C binding energy directly for two d
ferent C pair configurations relative to isolated C atoms.

Our clustering calculations used a large Ni supercell c
structed from a 33333 replication of the conventional uni
cell, resulting in a total of 108 Ni atoms, and a C concentra-
tion of 1.8%. A supercell of this size is desirable so as
minimize image-image interactions and to attain a C concen-
tration close to the 1% level used in experiment.1 A k-point
convergence test found that four irreduciblek points were
sufficient to converge the total energy of the isolated C at
configuration to within 10 meV. Since energy differenc
converge faster than total energies, this level of precis

FIG. 2. The magnitude of the relaxation peak (D/2) measured at
520 K due to C-C pairs in Ni, adapted from Numakura a
co-workers1 ~data points, right ordinate!, compared to the presen
ab initio calculations of C pair concentration vs total C concent
tion ~solid line, left ordinate!.

TABLE III. GGA binding energiesB ~in eV! of C pairs with
respect to isolated C atoms at nearest-neighbor~NN! and next-
nearest-neighbor~NNN! octahedral sites. Isolated configuration
are assignedB50, and configurations withB,0 indicate a repul-
sive C-C interaction.

C configuration
PP Spin state NN NNN Isolated

US PM 20.27 20.20 0
US FM 20.07 20.05 0
PAW PM 20.19 20.15 0
PAW FM 0.01 20.01 0
5-4
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was deemed sufficient. Two C atoms were placed in e
supercell in one of three different configurations: isola
octahedral interstitial sites~with the C’s separated along th
cell’s body diagonal in order to maximize the distance b
tween them!, nearest-neighbor octahedral sites, and ne
nearest-neighbor octahedral sites. As done in the hea
solution calculations, both the supercell lattice constant
internal atomic coordinates were optimized.

The C-C pair binding energies obtained from our calcu
tions are reported in Table III. Included in the table are d
comparing both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic spin sta
and US with PAW pp’s. Here we did not examine exchan
correlation functionals, and report only GGA values. Both
sets predict a repulsive C-C interaction in the paramagn
state of roughly20.2 eV for both pair configurations, indi
cating that isolated interstitials are preferred at high temp
tures. Conversely, the ferromagnetic calculations predic
weaker, almost negligible, C-C interaction, withB'0 for the
~presumably! more accurate PAW pp set, consistent with N
makura’s estimate1 of B,0.1 eV forT,Tc . TakingB50 in
equation Eq.~2!, and settingT5520 K, we compare our
calculated concentration of C pairs with the data obtained
internal friction measurements1 in Fig. 2. We again find good
agreement.

The difference in clustering behavior between the PM a
FM states can be explained in terms of a competition
tween strain effects and magnetic quenching. In the p
magnetic state, the primary interaction between interstit

FIG. 3. Activation energy for C interstitial diffusion betweenO
sites via two different pathways.
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is via their strain fields, which is repulsive, resulting in
~negative! binding energy of about20.2 eV. However, in
the ferromagnetic state, corresponding to the conditions
der which Numakuraet al. conducted their experiments, th
solute atoms partially quench the local moments of neighb
ing Ni atoms8 and therefore further raise the total energy
the system. Clustering of the interstitials minimizes the d
ruption to the Ni’s magnetism relative to when the C’s a
isolated, resulting in a smaller overall energy penalty. In fa
the energy savings achieved in minimizing the magnetic d
ruption due to clustering roughly cancels the energy c
associated with the lattice strain about an interstitial, res
ing in a binding energy of approximately zero in the F
state.

V. C DIFFUSION

To estimate the activation energy (Ea) for C interstitial
diffusion betweenO sites, we utilized the optimized 33-atom
Ni supercell geometry determined in theO-site
DHsol calculations combined with identical settings f
k-point sampling, FFT grids, and cutoff energy. The barr
height and associated minimum energy pathway were ev
ated using the nudged elastic band method~NEB! of Jónsson
and co-workers.34–36 In this method a series of system im
ages span the hyperdistance between predefined, statio
local minima on the potential energy surface. The minimu
energy path between endpoints is then determined by m
mizing the forces on each image normal to the local hyp
tangent between them.~In the present study the forces a
minimized using the ‘‘quick-min’’ algorithm37 to a tolerance
of 0.05 eV/Å.! This approach prevents so-called corne
cutting and image agglomeration;34 furthermore, the forces
projected along the hypertangent at each image~i.e., the de-
rivative of the energy vs. hyperdistance! can be used to refine
the estimate ofEa through spline interpolation.

Using relaxedO-sites as the endpoints@see Fig. 4~a!#,
combined~initially ! with the US pp’s and GGA exchang
correlation, we investigated two different pathways assum
the paramagnetic spin state. The first pathway~the O-O
path!, being the one that minimizes the distance betweenO
sites, involves translating the C atom directly through the
edge of the starting octahedron. This path used four ima
and results in aEa at the saddle point of 1.75 eV~see Fig.
3!, occurring—not surprisingly—as the C squeezes past
two Ni atoms at the vertices of the octahedron’s edge. Ho
ever, our second NEB calculation~using 16 images! revealed
that passing instead through an adjacentT site via a face of
g
own.
FIG. 4. The first half of the interstitialO-T-O diffusion pathway. Gray~black! spheres represent Ni~C! atoms. Gray bonds representin
octahedral structure of the starting configuration~panel a! have been added, and for clarity only a portion of the 33-atom supercell is sh
5-5
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the octahedron~the O-T-O path! lowersEa by 0.13 eV, re-
sulting in a barrier of 1.62 eV. The first half of this mech
nism is illustrated in Fig. 4. The energy profile vs hyperd
tance is shown in Fig. 3; the shallow local minimum at t
midpoint of the path corresponds to theT site @Fig. 4~d!#,
with small maxima, corresponding to the transition states
either side@Fig. 4~c!#. While Ea for both pathways agree
reasonably well with the high-temperature experimental v
ues of 1.54–1.71 eV,4,9,10,12 we believe that the indirec
O-T-O mechanism is more likely since itsEa is smaller and
slightly closer to experiment.

As mentioned above, internal friction experiments on
Ni-C system conducted by Diamond and Wert11 both above
and belowTc found that the magnetic state of Ni had
negligibly small effect uponEa . To confirm their result we
also calculated the ferromagnetic energy barriers for b
pathways, again using the GGA and US pp’s. We find t
Ea changes, at most, by only 0.02 eV for each pathway re
tive to the paramagnetic state, in agreement with their fi
ings. The relative independence ofEa upon the magnetic
state is consistent with the very small change we observ
the total magnetic moment of the Ni1C supercell as a func
tion of the C reaction coordinate. For example, along
O-T-O path the total moment is generally constant throu
out the C migration, and decreases only about 0.25mB
~roughly 1%! upon approaching the saddle point~see Fig. 5!.
Based on the magnetization energy of Ni, a change in m
netism of this size is consistent with the small, almost n
ligible, ~20 meV! change inEa .

Lastly, we also briefly compared theO-O Ea value cal-
culated above~which used the GGA and US pp’s! with that
obtained using PAW pseudopotentials and within the LD
We find that the GGA, PAWEa of 1.76 eV is nearly identi-
cal to the GGA, US value of 1.75 eV, which is somewh
surprising considering that these pp’s yielded slightly diff
ent DHsol values. For the US, LDA combination we find
larger Ea of 1.97 eV, which is reasonable considering t
equilibrium LDA Ni lattice constant is about 3% smaller tha
that predicted by the GGA. Repeating the LDA NEB calc

*Electronic address: djsiege@sandia.gov
1H. Numakura, K. Kashiwazaki, H. Yokoyama, and M. Koiwa,

Alloys Compd.310, 344 ~2000!.
2T.E. Buchheit, D. LaVan, J.R. Michael, T.R. Christenson, a

FIG. 5. Total magnetic moment of the Ni1C supercell as a
function of NEB image for theO-T-O diffusion path. See Fig. 3 for
the corresponding energy profile.
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lation at the GGA lattice constant gave a barrier of 1.69
which is in better agreement with the GGA value.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a density-functional study of the so
bility, diffusion, and clustering of C in FCC Ni, aimed a
confirming the known experimental data, resolving so
outstanding issues, and assessing the accuracy of sever
pects of our simulation methodology. In general, we fi
good agreement between experiment and our calculated
ues. The preferred C interstitial site is the octahedral site,
diffusion between these sites proceeds via an indirect p
way passing through the tetrahedral site. The magnitude
the energy barrier (Ea) for diffusion ~theory: 1.62 eV, experi-
ment: 1.54–1.71 eV! and its insensitivity to the magneti
state of the Ni are consistent with experiment. C-C clust
in the ferromagnetic state were found to have a negligi
binding energy~B! due to a cancellation between repulsi
lattice strain effects and attractive magnetic quenching in
actions; at high temperatures the C-C interaction should
repulsive. Our results are in agreement with anelastic re
ation experiments which predictB,0.1 eV for T,Tc . Our
calculated heat of solution (DHsol) in the Ni paramagnetic
state falls within the range 0.19–0.35 eV depending up
which pp or exchange-correlation functional was imp
mented. This is in reasonable agreement with, but sligh
below, the experimental values of 0.42–0.49 eV. A large
crease inDHsol of ;0.4 eV is observed in the ferromagnet
state, which is consistent with experimentally observ
changes inDHsol at Tc in the related Ni-H and NiCo-C sys
tems.

Regarding pseudopotentials~pp!, in our tests involving
DHsol, Ea , andB, the values predicted by the US pp’s wer
with one exception, within 0.1 eV of the PAW values. Give
their relatively modest requirements for planewave cutoff
ergy, we conclude that the accuracy of the US pp set is
equate for large-scale simulations involving large superc
and/or complicated diffusion pathways utilizing man
nudged elastic band images. Differences due to excha
correlation functionals~LDA vs GGA! were also examined
in calculations ofDHsol andEa . In the case ofDHsol LDA
and GGA values differed by less than 0.1 eV; forEa , when
using the respective calculated lattice constant of Ni,
GGA value was in best agreement with experiment. T
LDA value was;0.2 eV larger, which was attributed to th
LDA’s 3% underestimate of the Ni lattice constant.
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